1. Don’t touch it, especially in public.

2. Don’t borrow or lend it.

3. Make sure it is **tight** but comfortable.

4. Make sure it is **clean or new** every day.

5. Wear the **right** side out.

6. If it is **stained**...throw it away!

7. If it is **damp**...change it!

8. Don’t go commando...**Always wear it.**
1. Don’t Touch it, especially in public. You don’t want to get germs from other people or places on your mask. If you need help adjusting your mask please ask a teacher to help.
2. Don’t Borrow or lend it. Sharing or touching someone’s mask can spread germs. Keep your mask own mask and stay safe!
3. Make sure it is tight but comfortable. Your mask should cover your nose and mouth without falling off. Your mask should not hurt your ears or face.
4. Make sure it is clean or new every day. You can wash your mask like clothes after you wear it. Or throw it away and get a new one tomorrow.
5. Wear it right side out. Usually the design or color is on the outside. Make sure that you are looking at the inside of the mask when you put it on!
6. If it is stained...throw it away! If it is dirty your mask might not work as well. If you brought a spare mask use that one or ask your teacher for a new one.
7. If it is damp...Change it! If it is wet your mask might not work as well. If you brought a spare mask use that one or ask your teacher for a new one.
8. Don’t Go Commando. Always wear it! Your mask protects me, and my mask protects you. Masks keep us all safe.